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Mav '87 deadline set

Colby to divest $7.5m if
apartheid not 'dismantled '

i David Scannell
by
"Colby will divest all remaining
financial instrumen ts of corporations
having direct investments in South
Africa unless, by May of 1987, legal
apartheid is in the process of being
dismantled..."
_5
Th at was the resolution adopted by
S.
the Board of Trustees October 19. The
I - vote was 20-0 with two abstentions.
,
l §_r According to the resolution
"minimum
indicators
of
progress
. QStroking the way toward the finish line along the Charles in Boston toward dismantling apartheid would
are these participants in the Head of the Charles Regatta. The banks include: (a) the end of the state of
of the Charles were popular gathering spots for Colbyites during emergency; (b) the release of all
political prisoners and the removal of
mid-semester break.
the ban on restricted political organization , and (c) significant progress
toward an end to the passbook and influx control systems."
The Board also voted to "immediately divest all, and "henceforth
will not purchase any, financial inStudents may be allowed to bring
The BYOB option is being in- struments of banks making loans to
their own "booze" into the pub if it vestigated, said Cotter because the South Africa or of corporations havis determined that the college would Board of Trustees voted "not to ex- ing direct investments in South Africa
not be held liable for the safety and pose" the college to an' "open ended " unless such corporations are both
conduct of pub patrons, according to lawsuit that might result if a drunken signatories to the Sullivan Principles
Page 4 (guidelines for moral investment in
President William Cotter.
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College investigates
BYOB option at pub

South Africa) and currently performing in the top two Sullivan categories."
The trustees attributed their decision- according to the resolution , to
"the escalating violence and the apparent intransigence of the South
African authorities in recent
months... "
The Board was careful not to open
itself up to consideration pf questions
regarding the morality of its other
investments.
"South Africa is a unique problem.
It is the only country in the world
where political , personal , and

economic rights depend solely upon the
color of one's skin. While there are
other situations involving complex
moral issues elsewhere in the world, the
decision today should not be construed
as precedent for Trustee action on such
other issues."
Campus reaction to the trustee
resolution was generally positive.
However, some" students did question
why it would take 18 months before
total divestment was achieved.
"I think the trustee decision shows
that the issue is a lot more in depth and
Page 4
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Bowen to seek review
of Trustee decision

The Colby faculty may ask the board of Trustees to reconsider its decision
to defer total South African divestment until May 1987. Roger Bowen, an
associate professor of government, will ask the faculty at its next meeting to
request that divestment begin immediately and end December 31, 1986.
Students may sign a petition supporting Bowen's compromise document, he
said.
In addition , he will ask the faculty to sign a petition requesting that the faculty
pension fund divest the approximately $7.5 billion of stock it holds in corporations with South African assets.

Road race to kick off Colby MS campaign
A 10 kilometer road race sponsored
by New Balance Sportswear will be
held at Colby next Saturday at 10am
to benefit the National Multiple
Sclerosis (MS) Society.
The race proceeds will also aid Colby 's effort to host a special concert
which MTV will donate to the college
that raises the most money for MS this
year, according to Kelly Chopus, chairman of Colby 's MS committee.
Chopus, who described herself as
"enthusiastic" about the prospects for
the race's success, said that money for
MS will be generated through entry
fees.
"The entry fee will be $10 for those
people who don 't want to get pledges.
It will be $5 with $25 in pledges," said
Chopus. .
She stated that prizes will be given
to the winners in each category and
that refreshments will be provided by
Cottle's Supermarket and Domino's
Pizza.

She also hinted that "a famous runner from Maine" might participate in
he race.
Chopus said that , the race was just
one way the Colby MS committee was
raising funds to combat the disease.
"We passed the hat at the football
game parents weekend , and things like
that. We have a lot planned ."
"The first (money) to go directly into the bank account will be generated
from an all campusi all commons
'Around the World' party, "said
Chopus.
When asked How she got interested
in the project and why she undertook
the responsibility.Chopus said that the
national MS society contacted Colby
last spring and informed the College
of the fundraising contest.
After an interview in New York City, Chopus was picked to head the Colby drive.
"I' ve worked with mentally retarded kids ," she said, "I figu red it would

fact that Colby is competing for the
be a good way to help other people. It 's -will be a yearly thing, " she said.
about time our students got involved. "
She did report , however, that she MTV concert with large universities .
Chopus also said she became involv- needs the support of a secretary to "By virtue of our size, we're a lot more
ed because MS usually strikes young assist the committee with its activities. manageable than a big school. There
When asked how much she hopes to is not a lot of red tape...I can talk to
people. According to the MS literature
raise , Chopus said , "I'd like to raise whomever I need to ," she said , poinChopus is distributing on campus, MS
is a major neurological disease affec- $10,000. It's a really nice gift. I'm hop- ting to the fact that the University of
Michigan raised "only $500" in a
ting young adults between the ages of ing to get more."
Chopus said she is undaunted by the similar drive last year.
18 and 35.
"Two hundred new cases are
diagnosed every week. Symptoms include weakness, numbness, bladder or
bowel problems, loss of coordination ,
disturbances in equilibrium , double vision , slurred speech, tremor , stiffness
or spasticity. There is no known cause
or cure. "
by Tom Mangce
Chopus said she was "encouraged "
The problem of availability of study space on campus was the primary topic
by the campu s response to her effort's on the agenda at the Board of Governors meeting last Wednesday.
thus far, especially the Board of GoverDiscussion on this topic resulted in several proposals which were submitted
nors ' decision to recognize the MS to the administration for its consideration.
committee as an official campus
Other topics discussed by the board were the Stu-A budget changes, the new
organization.
Stu-A sound equipment rental policy, and the Stu-A policy on VCR use.
"Stu-A was nice enough to recognize
In response to an administrative inquiry into the availability of study space
us as an organization. Hopefully, this on campus , the board proposed an extension of the library hours to 1 a.m.
from the current 11 p.m. closing time.
In order to expand 24 hour study space, it was also proposed that Lovejoy
classrooms would be opened Sunday through Thursday all night.
Changes made in the 1985-1986 Stu-A budget by Stu-A Treasurer Rick Bernard that had been presented at the last Board of Governors meeting were
discussed and approved by the board.
plications for the rest of t he curriculum
The Stu-A also proposed a new policy Tor the renta l of thei r sound equipand the Colby community at large, he ment and places the sign-up form in Jim Peacock's office. The policy also grants
indicated. The goal of any change that Stu-A and social life priority over the equipment when sponsoring all—campus
takes pl ace must b e th e imp rovement events.
of communication. A new freshman
The Stu-A policy on VCR use in the resident halls that was enacted last April
program, if it were interdisciplinary in in attempt to improve attendance at Stu-A films was reviewed and then terstructure and team t aught, could im- minated. The board decided that the problems faced by Stu-A films had not
prove not just the communication bet- stemmed from VCR use in the halls and that the restrictions in place were not
ween students, and between students icrving any purpose.
and faculty, ' but also between faculty
members from different disciplines, he
said.
The Board of Trustee resolution
The committee is a large informal
group of faculty from all parts of the
on divestment is p rinted in its entirety
In today 's Echo on page 5,
campus. Still in the 'talking phase,' the
committee is interested in finding out
what the students think about revising
the curriculum, Harris said.

Committee sets all camp us hearing

Fro sh curricu lum to be changed?

by Jill Bond

A revamping of the freshman curriculum will be discussed November at 7 p.m. in the Heights community
Room, according to Professor Pctet
Harris, the Chairman of the committee reviewing the first year program.
The committee is currently exploring alternatives to the freshman
English requirement which would continue to demand writing across the curriculum, but would also encompass
several other disciplines at the same
time, said Harris. He described the current freshman program saying, "It's
not an integrative experience, and it is
often too much like high school. I

would like to see courses that encourage the student to become an active participant in a learning
community.
"Colleges all over the country arc
reconsid ering general ed uca ti on ,
perhaps now is the time Colby should
consider a curriculum review".
Harris said he believed that the college should further explore the
"seminar " which reflec t s t h e
democratic form of community as opposed to the "lecture format" where
authorit y flows from the professor
exclusively.
A serious revam ping of the
freshman year could have potential im-

Board seeks to keep
librar y open 'til 1 am

Leary
to speak
next month

Off the Hill

130 protest ap artheid
Over 130 Wesleyan students and alumni were arrested as they blockaded the
North and South College administration buildings. The protestors' stated goal,
Wesleyan divestment from its South Africa related holdings, was not met.
Protestors were charged with creating a public disturbance , a misdemeanor
equivalent to a traffic violation , police said. The protestors face an October
25 court date, at which many plan to plead not guilty, and a possible $68 fine.
The university also will bring the students before the Student Judiciary. Board
for violating the code of Non-Academic Conduct.
The blockade at Wesleyan was one of dozens of protests occuring on campuses and in cities nationwide as part of "National Anti-Apartheid_Protest Day."
The protestors, who unofficially called themselves Students Against Apartheid (SAA), called on the Wesleyan Board of Trustees to meet in an emergency session that would set a timetable for divestment and declare a moratorium
on further investment in companies doing business in South Africa. Secretary
to the University, William Kerr , said no emergency session would be held.
—Wesleyan Argus

Gang rapes likely
to occur at p arties

Dr. Timothy Leary will appear in Lorimer Chapel November 13 at
8 p.m.

Vandals sought

Fifteen hundred dollars worth of
damage was inflicted on the campus in
the early morning hours of October 20,
Gang rapes on college campuses are most likely to occur at fraternity parthe Sunday of midsemester break .
ties, according to a new study.
The majority of the damage occurThe study, conducted by the Project on the Status and Education of Women
red
in Dana, Drummond and Johnson .
of the Associationof American Colleges, dealt with "acquaintance gang rape"—
According to Peter Chenevert, direca sexual attack by a group of men on someone they know .
tor of Safety and Security, it was most
Such incidents also occur in residence halls and at off-campus parties, and
severe in Dana where several windows
they often involve varsity athletes, the study found.
were broken and several exit signs and
The extent of the problem is difficult to gauge because 90 percent of rapes
smoke detectors were damaged. As the
are never reported , the report of the study said. The study includes material
' . latter acts of vandalism involve fire
from more than 50 cases uncovered during research .
safety equipment, they could result in
About 70 percent of those cases occurred at fraternity parties and an addifines totaling as much as $500.
tional 20 percent involved athletes, according to Julie K. Ehrhart , a staff
Security officers began to report
associate who was one of the authors of the report .
damages
at about 1 a.m. and had
A few campuses reported that acquaintance gang rape was a "regular ocfinished their investigation of the camcurrence," sometimes happening every weekend, Ms. Ehrhart said. Incidents pus by4 a.m. At approximately 8 a.m.,
occur at all types of colleges and universities, public and private, she said.
they began to question students in an
Victims of such rapes typically drop out of school, while the men are generally
attempt to identify the criminals.
unaware they have committed rape and view their action as "normal party
Safety and Security has continued to
behavior," the report said.
—The Chronicle of Higher Education

investigate the vandalism but , said
Chenevert, "The investigation is not
working out as well as we wou ld have
liked. " Officers identified one student
they thought was involved. However,
the student responded by claiming that ,
because he had a broken leg, he could
not possibly have participated in the
vandalizing spree.
Chenevert said that he believes that
the vandalism was done by a group of
four to seven students and added that ,
although the accused student was not
directly involved , "He may be able to
identify the vandals." So far the student has claimed he has no knowledge
of the crime.
Safety and Security has posted Safety Advisories describing the crime and
has encouraged dorm staffs to help
Page 13
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by Teri Scally
Dr. Timothy Leary, psychologist
and author of "Flashback'' will speak
at Colby November 13 at 8.p.m. in
Lorimar Chapel. His lecture is being
sponsored by the Cultural Life
Committee.
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Dr. Leary is perhaps best known
for coining the popular '60's phrase.
During this time, Leary was a
spokesperson for the cultural revolution and the consciousness movement.

7 ;|
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In the 1970's, Leary was a leading
dissenter against |
the Nixon administration , and was called the
"most dangerous man alive" by
Nixon.
Leary is now a leader of the
Futurist movement and is the president of Futique, Inc., a company that
designs software for personal
computers.
His autobiography, "Flashback" is
a cultural, history of America over the
past thirty years.

Security Report
10/19/85 A sprinkler head was damaged in the study carole area of Miller
Library.
10/19/85 Three lamp posts were knocked down and damaged over the
weekend.
10/19/85 The following vandalism occurred in Johnson Hall over the weekend:
Front door closer torn off door. Exit light broken in basement. Fire extinguisher
case glass broken on the first and second floors. Fire extinguisher stolen from
fi rst floor.
10/19/85 The following vandalism occurred in Drummond Hall over the
weekend: Several ceiling tiles damaged in the basement lounge. Hole in the wall
of the lounge. Molding torn away from the wall in the lounge. Light broken
in the laundry room.
10/ 19/85 The following vandalism occurred in Dana Hall over the weekend:
Exit sign in lobby broken. Ceiling tiles on third floor damaged. Emergency
light on third floor torn off wall. The windows broken out of the fi re doors
on the first and second floors. Telephone receiver stolen from the first floor.
10/22/85 A window was broken and a screen damaged in a room in Averill.

Corrections
Due t o a rep or ti ng error, the figures

concerning the awards granted to Dana
and Bixler scholars were sw it ched in
the last Echo.

Those scholars on financial aid will

receive a $500 decrease in loan and a

$500 increase in grant. Non-financial
aid students will receive a $200 account
credit.

Due t o a rep or t er 's error , it was incorrectly stated that Bruce Springsteen
would appear at Colby if the College
raises the most money of any compet ing col lege in a mult iple sc l erosis

fun draiser. While MTV has promised
a big name artist for the campus
generating the most funds for the
charity, Springsteen would not
necessarily be that artist.

Due to a typist 's error , it was incorrectly stated that President William
Cotter had termed an art requirement

at Colby "necessary " in h is annual
report. According to Cotter, such a re,,
,,
q uirement is llnnccessary,
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According to his agents, Leary's
lecture has two goals, to encourage individuals to "think for themselves"
and to "question authority ."The leeture will also include "methods for in- ..
creasing intelligence, improving performance , and becoming more
sophisticated. "
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According to Jill Myerow, Stu-A
cultural life chairperson , Leary was
chosen to speak because of "his controversial status both in the '60's and
in the present." Also, Myerow stated
that Leary's lecture should appeal to
a wide variety of people.
¦
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'Beyond War ' devoted to peace
Beyond War , an international
organization devoted to changing
peoples' ways of thinking about war
and peace, has found its way to the
Colby campus. A new chapter has been
created here, making Colby one of the
first four colleges in the nation to be
part of the Beyond War movement.
"We face a very real threat of extinction because of nuclear weapons",
commented Professor Chip Hauss,
who, in the last year, has played a large
role in Beyond War.
Beyond War derives much of its purpose from a famous Albert Einstein
quote: "The unleashed power of the
atom has changed everything save our
modes of thinking, and we thus drift
towa rd unparalleled catastrophe".
According to Hauss, Beyond War is
a unique group, with different goals
than those of other nuclear-related
organizations. The group was created ,
Hauss said, to show people that they
must learn new modes of thinking,
because the way people currently think

.
^
Q
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about war and our relationship with
us to a nuclear war, unless we change
others is very dangerous to our it.
' ,t
-t '
existence.
According to Hauss, three principles
,
Over the last 40 years, numerous are essential to the understanding of
organizations have been founded with the Beyond War philosophy: 1 ."I will
v
the goal of ending the arms race. But, resolve conflict. I will not use
.f i
according to Hauss, their solutions , violence". 2. "I will not preoccupy
'^
' ;••
such as a freeze or arms control , are myself with an enemy. I will maintain
"
,<\U
merely "band-aids" which do not a spirit of goodwill. " 3. "I will work \
reduce the violent tendencies which together with others to build a world ' M
^
lead people to war. According to beyond war."
f^J
Hauss, advocates of arms control and
"If you accept those three principles , ',j $
attempt
to
the freeze movement do not
then you are making the transition to
$m
thinking
alter the present modes of
the new modes of thinking, " H auss , ,lj
Which are the root of war.
said- ;i;|
)',$
The present modes of thinking,
The Beyond War program consists
which have led to countless wars in our of a series of three orientation sessions, X§
history, Hauss said , are inapplicable to which are designed to show par- AM
today 's situation. He stressed that the ticipants that the i-Vesent modes of jtj
current military arsenals of the super- thinking are incompatible with today's |
,|
powers contain more than 5000 times military situation.
.
i i<
the destructive power of all the
People who participate in the pro- j ||
weapons used in World War II; despite gram , are encouraged to eventually > M
this , the world powers use the same become leaders of orientation sessions ' [M
modes of thinking which led to that
themselves, once they have received rf
Page 13 'Jjj
war. That attitude, he argued, will lead WAR ,

Room dra w committee to hold
p ublic hearing in chap el
The possibility of new housing programs,such as specia l i nterest floors
and a senior dorm w il lbe t he feat ured
topics in the room draw committee's
open forum in Lorimer Chapel Monday night at 7 p.m. According to Jeff
Norton , the Johnson Commons Chair
for the Committee, the meeting is
d esig ned to gather st ud ents ' opinions
and ideas about room draw .
The meeting is part of the committee's attempt to improve the commons
system. According to Norton , the
Board of Trustees has forced the committee to keep the commons system intact, "The Board feels that we should
give the commons system at least a
three year trial period ," he explained.
, Joyce McFhptrcs-M aiscl, associate

dean of students , who works with the
commit tee and att end s al l of its
meeting, justified the continuation of
the commons system. "Our goal," she
said, "is to enable students to be in an
environment where they can grow most
productively. I see the commons as a
place where students can be comfortable as well as take on leadership
roles."
The committee 's efforts began early this semester when it contacted 12
schools similar to Colby that use a
commons system. From this telephone
survey, they gained ideas about programs they may institute at Colby . .
In addition to the institution of
special interest housing and .an all
senior dorm , these ideas include:

3. The institution of n system A
whereby a computer determines a stu- [,
dent's room draw number. (In the past k
students have chosen numbers out of ; |
a hat.)
|
;
|
. 2.Allowing groups of friends to live [|
ROOMDRAW
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Colby's new pub and spa opened
its doors last Friday afternoon to the
delight of many; according to those
in attendance. '
The evening began with free
samples taken from the menu. After
the samplings , entertainment was
provided .

Hum orist Vaughn Meader, who
achieved fame in the early '60's for
his impressions of the Kennedy family, headlined opening night festivities.
He was followed by the ' 'Pine Hill
Band" and Eric Rolfson.
Rounding out opening night were
some traditional music and folk
songs.
Earlier in the day, Jim ^Peacock,

director of Student Activities, gave
tours of the new building. He pointed
out that the aim of the center's architect was to create an "outdoorsy"
atmosphere.

Peacock said that the sky blue ceilings, large windows, and various
brown and green color combinations
helped to create this atmosphere.

i Expert warns of alcohol danger
*-_*

' ;; __i.

i~3i by Steve Bridge
Alcohol awareness week concluded
?M
its
| series of events Sunday in Lorimer
mL Chapel with a lecture/slide show,
pi "Under the Influence", presented by
fm- nationally acclaimed Alcohol educator
fp. Dr. Jean Kilbourne.
|
|Dr. Kilbourne's presentation focusIll ed on the various advertising tactics us|f| ed by the alcohol industry as well as
Iff some very "sobering" statistics about
tf| alcohol and the problems it can cause
jjjp l involving the individual, the family and
||f- society.
j S The alcohol industry, according to
|f| Kilbourne, spends a billion dollars a
|§f year on advertising. The majority of
i$| . these ads link the consumption of
HH alcohol with a particular image,
;||f transmitting the message that if one

drinks , one will become happy,
beautiful , rich and powerful like the
people in the ads.
By the use of these myths, said
Kilbourne, the industry is actually encouraging abuse by making alcohol
seem acceptable and downplaying or
completely disregarding all of its bad.
effects .
Another idea of these ads is to make
people think that with alcohol, they
will be able to get away from it all; in
fact , they will only plunge in deeper.
Another technique that has been
employed is subliminal advertising,
which most often uses images of sex
and death in order to arouse feelings
oif anxiety which induce people to
drink.
Kilbourne said that television is the

number one medium for advertising,
and that the average viewer can expect
to see up to 3,000 drinking episodes a
year in TV programs.
In terms of the actual effects of
alcohol on people, Kilbourne stressed
that alcoholism is a sickness and that
one of the most common and frightening symptoms is when the person
denies that he is sick.
She also: said that one in ten
Americans is an alcoholic, and one out
of four teenagers is an alcoholic.
Alcohol abuse among young people,
Kilbourne said , is that number one
cause of death .
Furthermore, she said, 50 percent of
all auto accidents involve alcohol
which amounts to 25,000 deaths a year.
ALCOHOL
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Stu-J appointments for the
;fi|
§
| | 1985-1986 academic year have been
;|J made and first deliberations will begin
If this Sunday.
&$;

Poulin , Robin Venditti , Paul
Johnston , Martha McClung, Brian N.
Connors, Heidi Irving and J oi Thompson . A justice position for a junior
female remains to be filled .
Student facilitators , who will investigate the history of the case are:

Deb Brooks, Stacey Mendelsohn, Sean
Mahoney and Dave Mitchell.

Marty Smith and Kristen Sutter have
been named student assistants. The student assistants will aid students in
preparing their J-Board cases.

tion as anything being written today."
His stories reveal enormous emotional and technical range: one story
is funny, another full of pathos,
another explores compulsion and
desire with wit and force. His story
tellers are weary businessmen, a young
woman pursued by a compulsive lover,
a five year-old child , an unstable fifthgrade teacher; all the stories share is
a sense of crises and each character 's
tentative hold on middle-class life, ac-

cording to critic.
Baxter is the first, of six nationally
known poets and fiction writers who
will visit Colby this year. On November 21, poet Ellen Bryant Boigt will
read; in the spring, poet C.K. Williams
will read; poet Jane Miller will read
March 19, and novelists Alison Lurie,
winner of the Pulitzer Prize, and Edward Hower will read April 10. AH
reading will be held in the Robinson
Room of the library .
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A ve ritable s mo rga s bo rd of del ights is be ing of f ered at th e newly
opened spa. The spa opened last Friday with the musical talent of
Vaughn Meader.

Bates dean stable;
assailan t at large
by David Scannell

James W. Carignan, dean of Bates
College, remained in satisfactory and
stable condition late last week as he
recovered from a gun shot wound in
the back , according to Joseph King,
editor of the Bates Student, the Bates
Student newspaper. No arrests have
been made.
Carignan was shot in his home adjacent to the Bates campus, October
21. According to King, "I think the
campus is pretty shocked. "
He described the Bates campus as a
quiet one, saying, "there aren't many
assaults or fights on campus. "
Alluding to Carignan 's responsibilities as a labor mediator, King said
he believed that a disgruntled member
of a labor negotiating team might be
responsible for the shooting.
King dismissed the possibility that
Cain Rollins, a student from Peekskill,

1Stu-J set for first case
&;$
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111 The following students will serve as
igjf justices this year: Dave Epstein, Lisa
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Essayist to visit Colby
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Charles Baxter, short story writer,
fM
poet,
and essayist, will begin the CplfXi
by Visiting Writers Series this Monday
|
|
|
| :
| at 8 p.m. in the Robinson Room of the
;7Sj ! library.
Mr. Baxter will read from his two
7^$
of
>:^| new collections stories, ''Through
the Safety Net," published this year by
^!|
i|j p Viking Press, and "Harmony of the
ill! World ," which won the Devins Prize
jp$ last year. His stories have appeared in
||f a number of literary magazines, inj$Jjj ; eluding The Atlantic and Tri QuarterIll Iy> and have been.anthologized the
M "The Pushcart Prize" arid "Best
|H American Stories 1982."
jM
His new work has received strong
reviews
from The New York Times and
|
|
|
M ' 'Kirkus ", and his first collection was
;I
| praised as "deserving as much atten¦
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NY who was questioned by Lewiston
Police about the shooting, was the
assailant.
"I think people who know him were
upset that he was questioned", said
King. He mentioned that some angry
students followed the police car to the
Lewiston police station as Rollins was
being questioned.
Carignan, 46, was alone in his kitchen at the time of the shooting.
Members of his family were elsewhere
in the house.
The police surmise that the gunman
entered the back porch and shot the
dean through a window. As of Monday , police were still searching for a
weapon in a pond located on the Bates
Campus.
King said that "bullet fragments "
remain in Carignan's back and a
removal operation has been put off
because of a "history of heart problems."
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Echo at home

I The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students
¦
of Colby College. The policy of the Echo is accurate, complete
¦
and objective reporting of issues relevant to the Colby community .
¦ As members of this community , you should be kept informed
the surrounding
S of the current issues and events on campu? and in
and
area coverage
¦
area. The Echo can do this for you. Our Colb^f
¦
includes news, sports , arts , features and commentaries . The "Opi¦
hion " section gives students and faculty an opportunity to express
S their ideas . The Colby Echo can bring this to you all year.
| We appreciate and need your support. The Echo is not publishj ed during vacations or January.

Yes, I would like to subscribe to the Colby Echo,
subscripEnclosed is my payment of $12 for a one year
$4
Add
for
for
foreign
1934-85 paid subscribers).
t}on
^
subscriptions. Please make checks payable to The Colby Echo.
if
Check here this subsc ription is a renewal

¦
¦ Th e Ech o , would like to thank the Pa rents Associa tio n
¦ for making deliver y of this issue to all par ents possib le.
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•• Divestment
complicated than surface appearances;
but nevertheless, I think they should
divest within this academic year," said
Scott Chaplowe, a student who spoke
before the trustees .during a public
hearing on the divestment issue.
"I don't think it was the right decision, but it was as close as they could
come to making a right decision and
still be wrong," said Chip Hauss, an
associate professor of government
who also attended the Trustee
meeting.
While he thought the Trustee
resolution "put some teeth" into the
Sullivan Principles, Hauss said, "I
think they should have divested immediately."
Hauss said that President Cotter informed him that Cotter was "95 percent" satisfied with the decision.
Hauss characterized himself as "80
percent" satisfied with the decision.
Professor Tom Tietenberg, chairman of the economics department
and chairman of Colby 's Advisory
Committee on Investment Responsibility, said that he gave the Trustee

decision an "85 percent" approval
rating.
"In terms of what other institutions
have been doing, I am pleased," said
Tietenberg.
He also said that he feels that the
South African government is "unlikely" to achieve the reforms demanded by the Colby proposal/ "The path
(taken by the Trustees) leads inexorably to divestment in May, 1987,"
he said.
Tietenberg said he felt Colby's decision might have a "bandwagon" effect and that the May, 1987 deadline
might be an option "for other schools,
to follow." He pointed out that only
Columbia has opted for immediate
divestment.
One anonymous student called the
decision "a positive step in the right
direction , but not enoueh. "
President William Cotter, however,
said he "hoped " that the Trustee
policy was acceptable to the entire college community.
Terming the decision "a very
positive step," Cotter said the gradual

divestment policy was part of "an effective movement for change."
When asked if the trustees debated
what would be done with the profits
earned from the stock sale and whether
those profits were somehow tainted as
was suggested by Professor Paul
Machlin at the hearing, Cotter said
"financial costs" were not discussed at
the Board meeting.
"There was no discussion at the

Board meeting on financial costs. That
had been discussed at the October 1
(meeting of the Board of Trustees' Investment Committee)," Cotter said.
He stated that the Board "explicitly" sought to avoid opening its stock
portfolio to challenges from various
special interest groups by attaching an
amendment which dissuaded such
groups from "construing" the South
Africa decision as an indication that

Colby was "falling down a slippery
slope."

to operate the pub because Colby
would still be responsible in the event
of a suit.
He did say, however, that there are
some unanswered questions surrounding the BYOB possibility. "Nobody
can quite figure out what the (legal)
policy is," he said.
A group of student is currently consulting an attorney, he said.
If BYOB is determined to be legal,
some obstacles might remain before a
new policy is instituted, according to
Cotter.
"What might be legally acceptable
might not be acceptable to students,"

he said, indicating that the pub might
"take on the obligation of carding people."

Cotter called South Africa a "special
issue" and said it was lard for him "to
identify another issue" that would
cause Colby's trustees to react with
similar measures.
Cotter also stated he was "pleased"
at the number of people who spoke
before the Trustee open hearing.

• Colby spa
patron is injured after being served at
the pub.
The pub is currently not serving
alcohol because it is not insured for liquor liability.
Cotter explained that the BYOB option might be the only way to allow
alcohol inside the pub.
Terming the prospects for obtaining
a liquor liability policy "bleak," Cotter said that the College discarded the
notion of allowing an outside business

In addition, Cotter pointed out that
Colby's "social life and its informality is cpntingent upon not-getting into
trouble."He said that "trouble" might
arise in a BYOB setting if state liquor
inspectors "hear stories" of the president sitting next to underage students
who are drinking b«er."
Cotter did indicate that once these
questions are resolved, it would be very
easy to "quickly" implement a BYOB
policy.

Colby student ODs
by David Scanned
An unidentified student was rushed
to Mid-Maine Medical Center last
Tuesday after taking a "considerable
overdose'' of sleeping pills at the College Inn in Waterville, according to
Earl Smith, dean of the college.
Authorities were called to the motel

mWaaaamaaaammmmmmmmmmaaaaammmaaat^Lmmmmmma^

after the student allegedly created a
disturbance. He was rushed to the
Thayer Unit of the Mid-Maine Medical
Center where the overdose was
diagnosed and the student 's stomach
pumped , said Smith. The student
returned home with his family the
following day, acording to Smith.
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Free Gift !
One color 8"x 10"arial photo
of the Golby Campus to the
1st 100 students or faculty
to come in.
No Purchase Necessary !
(bring your Colby I.D.)
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Board of Trustee resolution on dives tment
Resolution Adopted by the President
and Trustees of Colby College Regarding Investments in Companies with
Operations in South Africa - October
19,1985.
In a resolution adopted without dissent
on April 15,1978, the Trustees affirmed the College's abhorrence of race
discrimination and apartheid in South
Africa, endorsed the "Sullivan Principles'', authorized the President to appoint a continuing advisory committee
on investment responsibility, and approved a program of aggressive
shareholder action to implement the
Sullivan Principles. The fourth point
of that resolution stated: "The College
fav ors divestiture, at times consistent
with other investment policies , "of its
holdings in companies that fail to
demonstrate adequate initiative in implementing policies and practices consistent with eliminating racial
discrimination in South Africa ".
Former President Robert Strider
subsequently appointed an investment
advisory committee chaired then , and
now , by Professor of Economics
Thomas Tietenberg . That committee,
on December 7, 1979, recommended a
comprehensive set of guidelines which,
among other things, called for divestment of corporations which either failed to sign the Sullivan Principles or
were not making acceptable progress
under them. The Investment Committee of the Board accepted those
guidelines in January, 1980, and so
reported to the Trustees. Since that
time, Colby has divested nearly $3
million in nine companies and instituted a "no purchase" list of an additional 50 companies.
Many Colby portfolio companies
operating in South Africa have made
significant contributions in upgrading

wages, training and promoting black
managers, desegregating facilities, and
otherwise eliminating discrimination
and improving the conditions for black
employees within their firms. In addition, several leading American companies have taken important initiatives
in supporting increased educational opportunities for black South Africans ,
and some have helped financial housing for their black employees.
Despite these contributions by
America's leading corporations, the
most recent amplification of the
Sullivan Principles recognizes that
changes in the work place are no longer
sufficient: the latest Sullivan guidelines
pledge signatory companies to work
for the elimination of apartheid itself.
The Reverend Leon Sullivan, the
author of the Principles , has called for
the withdrawal of all American companies from South Africa if apartheid
has not legally ended by May, 1987. A
similar request and time period has
been enunciated by Nobel Laureate
Bishop Desmond Tutu.
Because of the events which are now
taking place in South Africa, the Board
of Trustees of Colby has re-examined
the College's current policy regarding
investments in corporations with
operations in South Africa to deter-

mine whether that policy should be
modified or changed. As part of this
re-examination process, Trustees have:
reviewed the recent report on South
Africa submitted by the Campus Advisory Committee on Investment
Resppnsibility; considered the faculty
vote of October 9 favoring complete
and immediate divestment; held hearings on campus and received the
testimony of more than 60 students,
faculty and alumni; and discussed these
issues extensively.
As a result of this review, the Board
of Trustees concurs with the Campus
Advisory Committee that Colby must
move beyond current policy and accordingly has agreed to the following:
1. Because the escalating violence
and the apparent intransigence of the
South African authorities in recent
months have greatly reduced the prospects and time available for incremental , peacefu l change, the Colby
Trustees call upon American companies to redouble their efforts to convince the South African authorities to
end apartheid and to initiate multiracial discussions promptly with
representative black leaders leading to
the sharing of political power within
a united South Africa. The Trustees
also recognize that only a finite time

period remains to demonstrate the
fruits of such efforts.
2". Colby will immediately divest all,
and henceforth will not purchase any,
financial instruments of banks making
loans to South Africa or of corporations having direct investments in
South Africa unless such corporations
are both signatories to the Sullivan
Principles and currently performing in
the top two Sullivan categories.Newsgathering organizations in South
Africa which transmit news about the
local situation to the rest of the world
are exempt from these prohibitions.
Such divestment will be executed in a
manner consistent with the 'protection
of Colby's portfolio assets.
3. The Trustees also accept and endorse the general deadlines established by Bishop Tutu and Leon Sullivan
and , consequently, with the exception
of the aforesaid news-gathering
organizations, Colby will divest all remaining financial instruments of corporations having direct investments in
South Africa unless, by May of 1987,
legal apartheid is in the process of being dismantled and progress has been
achieved in talks concerning powersharing between the government and
legitimate representatives of the black
majority. Minimum indicators of pro-

lLoluu in JUzELand

Spend a semester or a year
in Latin America:

Wed. Nov. 6 at 7:30 p.m. in
in AV room Miller Library.
There will be a slide show
and information session
on the Colby in Ireland
Program .

• Become fluent in Spanish.
• Par ticipate in University courses, internships, or
independent research.
• Learn Latin American culture and history face-to-face.
• Study in Peru (Lima/Cuzco ) or
Colombia (Bogota/Medellin).
• Receive full Academic credit from the
University of Miami.
• Use your existing Financial Aid.
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South Africa constitutes a unique
problem. It is a tragic country which
has been of constant and growing concern to the Colby campus and to the
nation for years. It is the only country
in the world where political , personal
and economic rights depend solely
upon the color of one's skin. This extraordinary situation calls for the extraordinary steps which the Trustees
have today taken. While there are other
situations involving complex moral
issues everywhere in the world , the
decision today should not be construed
as precedent for Trustee action on such
other issues.

Immers e Yourself

{ FRESH DOUGH WHOLE WHEAT t
t
I
-PIZZA .t
I
-SUPER CALZO NESTACO SALADS{
t
T

gress toward dismantling apartheid
would include: (a) the end of the state
of emergency; (b) the release of all
political prisoners and the removal of
the ban on restricted political organization; and (c) significant progress
toward an end to the passbook and influx control systems. In the absence of
such indicators, total divestment will
begin immediately after Commencement in 1987 and will similarly be ex^ecuted in a manner consistent with the
protection of Colby 's portfolio assets.
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Don 't get caught
in the cold...
Get y ou car tuned up at:
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The Foreign Car Sp ecialists!
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Announcements

Personals

Friday, November 1, at 3:30 in the Eustice Boardroom. Visitors from the University of Edinburgh,
Scotland will talk to students interested in Junior Year
Abroad.
Come see Tuxedo Junction,the Colbyettes, the Colby Eights, ' 'Harry and the Gang," Matt Hartley and
Eric Rolfson, the Clowners and—as the MC—Greg
Dumark! They'll be performing together next
Wednesday and Thursday at 8 pm in Given
Auditorium.Your $2 donation will go directly to
Africare and the Watervil le Soup Kitchen. Sponsored
by Mary Low Commons.
.
Any stude.nl planning to remain on campus during
January and not doing a Jan-Plan should pick up a
form from Thelma Piusquellic in the Dean of Students
Office , Lovejoy 110. This form must be signed by a
sponsor,either faculty or administrator and returned to the Dean of Students Office on or before
December 2, 1985.
Come to the Colby Entrepreneurs meeting on Thursday, October 31 at 7:30 in Lovejoy 205!
French 123 in January
French 124 in Paris
Students interested in taking a French 124 JanPlan
in Paris,France (French 123 is.a pre-requisite) should
contact the Modern Foreign Languages office at their
earliest convenience. Likewise, students interested
in taking French 123 on campus in January should
contact the same office. The Modern Foreign
Languages office is located on the third floor of the
Lovejoy Building, Lovejoy 317,and is open Monday
through Friday, 7:00 AM to 4:00 PM

Lost and Found

"I don't know what it is with me, but every time I get
drunk I want to take ALL my clothes off. "
-The Toll Booth Exhibitionist

Bretta:

Thanks for making the trip up-Just promise me you
won't become a hood ornament. Hey, by the way,
Danny BDid you have a nice break? Nice having you back...
•
A view from afar.
To all who helped make Times' Square a success:
MANY THANKS!
D.J. Adtams:
Congrals on a great debut 1!1
Did you know that the campus has a strong candidate
for the title of 'National Chair Wrestling Champion?'

'Killer '

Those are HER shoes- don't touch 'em!!!

Ladies:

The man of your dreams is arriving in Boston
November 15th; sign up sheets are available at Ce
Mec Rotor.
La Merdeuse:
Chair anyone?!!!!!!! Amuse-toi bien! le 15arrive!!!
Sal.
I've got a great g ruesome disguise for you for
Halloween-How about going as Peter LaRoche?
Love ya.
-- S.
~
CaroSome weekend, eh? Next time,let's kick them off the
waterbed-4 people is kind of crowded , don't you
think? Say kitty hi's to Alex for me!!!
Party.party.party...
Hi! You may have heard ol me.
13!?
¦

(13 What?)

l^_-_______ sn___H_B__B__________t__n_gBa___
LOST: Brown Parker fountain pen. If found, please
call 872-S462. REWARD.

Missing:

One silver I.D. bracelet that says Alex , EGYPT on the
back. It has great sentimental value. If found, please
call Allyson at X3004.

Help W anted
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Wanted:
Secretary for 'Students Against Multiple Sclerosis'.
Please help out with this good cause. Contact Kelly
Chopus X3056. Thanks.
Do you want to earn a tittle spending money? Then
join the Colby Clerical Pool. Spend some of your free
time helping various offices,departments,proiessors
or administrators when they need a few extra hands.
Interested parties should contact Sue Roberts in the
Financial Aid office, x3379. '
CIRCULATION ASSISTANTS are needed to help mail
the Echo out Thursdays or Fridays. 2-3 hours/week .
A position is also available for a BOOKKEEPER, 2-3
hours/week. Will arrange hours to your convenience.
If you want to earn a few extra dollars, call Bill at
X3349 or 872-8067.

JNo pizra means more money!
'
•
.
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To our Heights HR:

Thank you for smiling, laughing, being a "mom", a
teacher and a best friend and for letting us be noisy
sometimes!

To T.M. of Piper ,

You need a good woman. Pursue your interests!
KarenMeel you at the gym for the 7pm showing of Habakkuk tonight.
Attention Fag: Je deteste that bird, Je deteste that
noise, Je deteste that COURS, Je deteste that hairy
moron, _t Je deteste I'absense de poon (particulierement) but il v a une seule chose, that I REALLY don't
hate, toi, parce que tu me fais rire.
Gracias
Fag
Hey Monster!
Life sucks,huh? Yeah,me too. How about a Jan Plan
in Intimidation? Naw,who cares, its their fault for being intimidated, anyway right? Cheer Up Cupcake,
you're awesome whether they know how weird you
are or not...that's why you're awesome!
—M.
Jane H:
So,who's your next toy? Suffering f rom withdrawal
symptoms yet?

To Woody
I have the thousand, how 's tonight sound? .
M.
Oh, poof!

Love,
The Vermont Crew
ps. You didn't REALLY have to make his bed.
Scott-AKA "Twinkie"-Have you lost your filling yet?
Cynthia, Casey & Joyce,
Thank you for being so supportive and so
understanding. I could never make it through all of
this without you. I know that I can get to be a drag
after a while,but all of that will change very soon.
I really love you guys !
-L.P.H.
PSDWe heard noises from the loft. Something about her
not being ticklish and he doing something to her toes.
HAYHow 's

SEA...MAN

your

PS. And you 'll never be able to get them back!
DebWho is SALLY??
Scott P.You'll be happy to know the Scott Perry Power-boot
Award remains unbroken for the second year in a
row ! We missed U!
Habakkuk- Read the book-available at the book table during all
Habakkuk showings-in the gym.
.

To J. in A-verill.
How was the rendez-vous in the igloo?
KatieWho the hell is George? Where is he? And, who invited him?
To Johnson from Averill-so who drank who under the table? Doesn't it usually
work the other way around?

Ker -n- Kar

How where the Belgrades this weekend? You know
what they say? -FF! TKB?
-Mar (the believer)
To The Hungry Horror:
Don't you think he noticed? Potatoe chips can't hide
everything!
LaurDon't worry, you never have and never will be a "third
¦ ,
wheel."
Love. Mart
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SAVE IN ALL DEPARTMENTS!

ILEVINIE'S
THE STORE FO R MEN AND BO YS
DOWNTOWN WATERVILLE
Lucly '21 , Pacy '27 , Howard MO

Your ex-house guest
Hedgeroni:
Hope New York was fun! Pizza and beer sometime? .
Your ex-roomie
Planet:
Hope your work becomes a little easier to tolerate.
Take it easy O.K.?
Sat.
To the gorgeous Italian in the Heights First Floor
quad. I love you.
S.S.
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Arrives!

Moondance.
.
Jellybum:
Your secret nickname isn't safe with us.
'
The Boothbay Connection
(B.J., Kevin, Tom and Popeye)
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FALL FASHION SALE
\

Spe ia b y!

" {$%-$$ All that glitters
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New Harris Tweeds and Shetlands

Slim Fitting
Newest Colors
Reg. $2596 & $2695

PoopinskyTuna...tuna fish...tuna. tuna...

%

excepf Mose already on sale

CORDUROY PANTS by Haggar & P.S.J.

Did you ever finish that sandwich you started Friday
night?
Alain:
you sexy gigolo, you! Still have Sunday's free?
' S.
.
.

Good one. Mine will be coming soon (no joke).
The Phantom.
Nard-Nerd,
Gotta love the lobsters, and the Ki-wi is plentiful in
Calilorriia-trusl me! Do you still love me?
Write Soon.
Colby 8
Think reunion in Spring!
Pomona tenor.
By the way, I'm 104 Clark I, Pomona College,Claremont CA 91711.
John
SEP
Get psyched for you know what!!!!! Thursday

Only
6-99
C
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SUITS & SPORT COATS

¦

Hey Norma-

f

m

2.0 °/ O OFF

Attention Ex-Mary-Low-ltes and Susi:
6 German beers will be drunk in your name this
weekend (No . no don't mention it!) I miss yous.
Dougy: Let's hear it for all-nighters. That SOUNDS
so good...
Hey PDQ,where have you been? Haven't seen Clea
in a while, either. (Kinky games time?) Stop by 58
.
High.
Katie, we broke our promises. Will you ever forgive
us? Not even at You Know Whose?

The Time Fairy Returns to ravage the page's pf Colby's Finest with Irile witticisms and literary wihR's at
the sopranos.
-J'
The Time fairy:
_____
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Dave:
I never lost "I never"
Inever had two older sisters and a younger brother.
I never was on Ihe Colby Ski Team. I never lived in
Chappaqua, NY. I never invited people to a log cabin
in Vermont. I never won the Sam Igoe Award?!?
You 've never WHAT? ! OK-no questions asked.
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BRIAN
Didn't anyone ever tell you ils not healthy to run the
loop
in hightop sneakers?!
three-mile
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No Mark !We're not going to Burger King.You'll just
have to wait un t il we get to Kennebunkport !
Cauch — If you don't follow me how do you expect
me to pick up the cute guy in the car behind me at
the toll booth?
— Louse
"...But David, why do you always get to be on top"
•
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Help yourself to these affordable luxuries! A dazzling
collection of cleverly crafted
pins that make a brilliant
accompaniment to your wardrobe. And hoop-shaped
pierced earrings that frame
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goldtone metal some embellished with simulated
pearls and sparkling stones.
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Trustee decision
needs more teeth
"I'll be very sur prised if everyone on campus isn 't pleased,"
pro f essor Thomas Tiet en b erg , cha irman of Colby 's Advisory
Committee on Investment Responsibility, said after the board
of Trustees decided to allow the South African government until May, 1987 to begin acting against apartheid. Well, man y on
campus are not pleased with the decision.
H. Ridgely Bullock , the chairman of the Board of Trustees ,
said, "This ex t raor dinar y sit ua t ion (in Sou th Africa ) calls' for
the extraordinary steps the Trustees have taken. " We agree with
Bullock that the South African situation is an extraordinary
one calling for extraordinary action but disagree with his
charac t eriza t on of t he decision of th e b oard' s decision a sufficient response to apartheid.
Tietenberg justified the decision by arguing that the trustees
deci ded t o cont inue t o comply wit h t he Sullivan Pr i nci p les,
guidelines to improve conditions for blacks in South Africa.
These principles call on institutions to begin divestment in May,
1987 if the Sou t h A f rican government does not end t he stat e
of emergency in South Africa , release all political prisoners and
remove the restritions on political groups and travel within the
country. The trustees have decided to continue compliance with
these principles at a time which calls for more drastic action.
The South African government has had ample time to improve its treatment of blacks, but the existing conditions indicate that it has made little improvement. In the ten.days since
the trustees made their decision, the South African government
has. extended the state of emergency and has intensified press
censorship. These facts indicate that it is unlikely that the South
African government will reform.
If the trustees had chosen to divest completely, they would
have sent a st ron g message t o t he South A f rican g overnmen t
that they disapprove of its policies. By acting as they did , they
sent t he South A fri can government an am biguous message: we
disapprove of your policies BUT we are reluctant to divest completely and immediately.
This am b igui ty raises suspicion concernin g the t rus t ees '
motives. It seems that the trustees let economic considerations
influence their decision on a moral issue. In doing so, they
violated their duties as leaders of a liberal arts college. One
of th e primar y concerns of t he college should be to inst ill it s
students with a respect for their fellow man. By voting against
immediat e divestment , they provided a bad example: They
act ed in compliance wit h self in terest ra t her t han out of respect
for black South Africans.
According to Tietenberg, "In put from students an d facul ty
substantially influenced the trustees' decision. " Student s wh o
are dissatisfied with the decision must keep this statement in
mind. They must continue to voice their opinion. The issue
is not dead merely because the trustees have made their decision: Blacks are still suffering in South Africa and we feel
students can still effect change in the following ways:
1.By signing a petition supporting Professor Roger
Bowen 's compromise proposal which states that Colby should
begin a period of gradual divestment that will conclude at the
end of 1986.
2.By urging their professors to sign a petition requesting
that their pension fund , a national organization, divest the $7
million it has invested in South Africa.
3 .By reviewing their personal stock portfolios and those
of their parents. It is hypocritical for students to argue for Colby 's divestment if they are personally benefitting from investment in South Africa.
Only when these steps are taken can Colby students be confident that they acted morally with regard to South Africa.
r
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Indians deserve comp assion
Bill Kules
Most Americans take comfort from
the thought that the injustices we hear
of in South Africa do not and could
not occur here. Unfortunately, they
do. We know that Native Americans
have been shamefully and brutally
treated in the past. People like Kit Carson forced 8,500 starving Navajo Indians to march across New Mexico for
internment at Fort Sumner. He
slaughtered their herds, destroyed their
orchards and burned their homes. That
was 120 years ago. Far too many people know that the same injustices are
officially sanctioned by our government today .
By July 8, 1986. the US government
plans to spend most of a quarter billion
dollars to relocate Navajo and Hopi
Indians from their ancestral homelands
near Big Mountain , Arizona. In 1974,
Congress passed PL—93—531 to partition the Joint Use Area shared
peaceably by traditional Navajos and
Hopis since 1887. The law requires selfreliant Navajos and Hopis to kill or sell
90 percent of their herds and prepare
to leave. It banned construction , and
forbid families to even repair their
homes—all to persuade them to move.
Congress created the Navajo and
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In November 1980, the fourth
Russell Tribunal found that the United
States was violating international law
by committing genocide against the Big
Mountain Dine (Navajo) Nation by
violating rights protected by the convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. It also
found the U.S. in violation of at least
six other international conventions,
declarations, acts and resolutions.

Dr. Thayer Scudder, a professor of
anthropology at Cal Tech , said "It is
hard to imagine anything worse (than
relocation) short of killing the(se) people. .." Roger Lewis, a former relocation commissioner said, "...we are as
bad as the people who ran the concentration camps in World War II." Leon
Berger, the commission's prior executive director , resigned in order to
fight against PL—93—531.
Mae Wilson Tso, a Navajo mother
of nine children said, "Some people
have hurt themselves with the liquor.
They are pitiful , and we mourn for
them. This is the way it has become for
us. I worry about it and I can't sleep
because of it. I have become sick.
Some have lost hope completely. There
is such cause for depression. Only
when I think firmly that I will remain
here am I well in my mind. " (from
"The Second Long Walk" by Stanley
Rammer).
Early in December, PBS will be airing a documentary on this atrocity.
AH Americans should watch it, and
write to the Big Mountain (JUA) Legal
Defense Committee, 124 N. San Francisco St., Suite B, Flagstaff, Arizona
86001 for more information. Then ,
senators and congressional representatives should be told to aid in the fight
to stop relocation.
Remember , relocation is genocide;
repeal PL-93—531.

Conf essions of a narcolep tic

A

Milan

Hopi Indian Relocation Commission
to oversee this policy. By 1985, the
commission had relocated less than 20
percent of its clients. The Indians living near Big Mountain are among the
most traditional in North America , and
they comprise the largest selfsufficient group of people in this country . Few speak any English, none have
modern urban survival skills.
Quixotically, most families that were
persuaded to move were relocated to
cities. Here they sicken (some die), and
they suffer psychological distress and
the ruin "of their culture.
Nearly 60 percent have lost their
government—provided compensation
homes because of their unfamiliarity
with our culture. Many rebcatees have
returned to Big Mountain, in violation
of the law. Our government expects to
forcibly remove the remaining 10,000
to 15,000 Navajos within the next nine
months.

J

I h ave never been ab le to d rum u p
the courage to fall asleep in class.
Maybe it 's because I get very embarassed when I see other people do it. I think
you're probably nt the lowest depth of
unrealized ,human vulnerability when
you sit at your desk in a class full oif
your peers with your head tipped back,
your mouth wide open , and the beginnings of a drool string working its way
o\it of the corner of your lips. It worries me to see other people in that position , so 1 always fight the temptation
to kick back and catch a few needed
Z's durin g a particularly brainwrenching lecture . There are people
who have made sleeping in class an art
form. Every now and then I sit next to
someone who appears to be awake,

even taking notes, when they're actually in slumberland. There is a certain
technique to it , I've observed- usually
th e h ead rests in the palm of th e han d,
the elbow remains on the desk as a supp ort inst rumen t , and the face is tilted
at just the right angle to give the impression tha t the person is look in g at
t heir no t es, when in fact they are looking only at the insides of their eyelids.
1 must say, that in my experience I' ve
seen many more men accomplish this
feat than women. But then again , I see
very few women with their heads loll-*
in g of f t he b ack of t heir cha i rs*and
d rool junning down their chins. I
realize I'm only scratching the surface
of what could be a very interesting
study of somin ferous gender differentia t ion , but who wants to watch
anyt h in g t hat cmb arassi n g, no matter
what the gender of the subject is?
Like I said before, my reaction, and

I su pp ose most people 's, is to wage a

battle with sleep in the classroom. I
suppose I think staying awake is more
dignified , but it's probably less honest.
The most honest thing to do would to
bring a pillow, or sl ip on one of t ho se
black sleeping masks, or jus t stay home
in bed , but this is real life. A friend of
Lnpliam
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The Colby Echo, founded in 1877, is
• published weekly on Thursdays except during vacations and exam periods, by the
students of Colby College. The views expressed itvc not necessarily those of the student body, faculty or administration , nor
arc views expressed in letters or commentaries necessarily those of the Echo.

Office hours
Mon .-Tues , 1-4 p.m. and by chance or
appointment. Phone at 872-3348.

AIDS sufferers deserve care , compassion
Mark Viden
There is hysteria where there should
be careful analysis. There is bigotry
where there should be understanding.
And finally, there is ignorance where
there should be education.
The AIDS epidemic has gripped the
nation in a fear of panic. Two years
ago, this disease was basically no one's
concern. After all, it was limited to
homosexual men, Haitians, and drug
users. Who could be bothered with this
group? In fact, Jerry Falwell even
stated that it was God's way of
eliminating the "undesireables. "
Bigotry produced apathy.
changed.
something
Then
Heterosexual adults began to contract
AIDS through the bloodbanlcs. This
was something new. life magazine, in
fact , pronounced, in a bold headline:
"Now No One Is Safe From AIDS."
People began to feel uneasy, and even
the "Entertainment Tonight" crowd
was in for a jolt when it was learned
that Rock Hudson had AIDS.
But the real tragedy is the children
who have it. Innocent, and unaware of
what it is all about, these children are
forced to suffer the bigotry and ignorance of the public. In school
districts across the country, parents are
pulling their children out of schools
where there is a child who has AIDS.

* Lapham

mine said to me the other night,
"Dontcha hate it when a lecture is so
boring your bones hurt?" I thought
that summed up a lot of things for me.
Of course she's referring to those particular classes that seem to be a kind
of student hell- those times when your
every nerve stretches toward the hands
of the clock, willing them to move,
your bones do in fact hurt from the
strain, of trying to keep from twitching
uncontrollably and trying not to
scream, and you find your hand
writing down every word the professor
says so you won't have to think about
how much you'd rather be anywhere
else. A bigger problem for me that
bone-deep boredom is S.P.A.C.E.
Syndrome (or, for those of you who
are unfamiliar with this scientific
phenomenon, "Sleep Preventative
Associated Crossed-Eye Syndrome").
This is the situation where you are
fighting the urge to doze so badly, you
lose partial control of your vision and
are unable to keep your eyes from
crossing. This can have nightmarish effects, for not only do your notes
become superimposed on themselves,
you also begin to feel as if you will pass
out any moment, which will give you
away immediately. It's fairly easy to
spot someone with S.P.A.C.E.
Syndrome- they move their heads a lot,
rub their eyes, make heavy sighing
sounds, and stare at one spot on the
wall for an extended length of time,
Ano th er reason I avo id sackin g ou t
in class is guilt. I've always wondered
how a professor must feel when she/he
looks out from the fron t of the
classroom and sees two or three peo-

Despite scientists' assurances that there
is a 99 percent safety factor that the
disease will not be spread by these
children, parents are reacting with
rage.
They want positive proof that their
children will not get AIDS. But scientists do not deal in absolutes. There is
always a chance, they state, but it is
rare. Of course, there is always a
chance a child could be run over by a
car, or crushed by collapsing roof , but
they do not see this. What they see is
simply that an AIDS child is an
undesireable element of society who
has no place with their "healthy"
children.

*

victims themselves, but from the people who demand quick, efficient solutions. Communication, understanding,
and assistance is what is required.
Because the little girl in New York, or

the boy in Indiana, who have AIDS are
entitled to a life; a life free of :ihe
hatred that they have been subjugated
to by the uninformed.

Letters to the editor
_4 dmin istra tion ' clar if ies stan d

Thus, there have been some proposals recently to isolate all people with
AIDS. A quarentine will be effective,
they explain, because then the disease To The Editor:
will not spread. Ignoring the blatant
For some fwenty years I have
violations of the Constitution for the wondered who on earth ECHO writers
moment, one should see the stupidity were talking about when they comof such a quarentine. Latest reports plained about "the administration ".
state that two million people are in- Now I know. It 's me! Thank you , Tim
fected with AIDS. Would it be possi- Bonang, for making it clear ("stick
ble to isolate all of these people? It with white mule ," October 17).
would be impossible. The simple fact
All this time I thought "the adremains that there is no quick solution ministration'* might be all of the adto this problem.
ministrators. But now I know that
Congress is finally appropriating can 't be so because Tim says "the adlarge sums of money for research, ministration" is behind this moose
facilities for the victims, and educa- "thing and I know that all of the adtion. This last element is important. If
the concerned parents who are pro-

ministrators aren't. Dean McArthur
used to talk with me about the idea,
but most of the others used to give me
a queer look and walk away, or at least
change the subject. My administratorfriends ignore the moose antlers in my
office, and the moose posters, the
stuffed toy moose, the moose T-shirts,
and the chocolate moose candy. Hardly r anyone ever asks to borrow my
moose costume anymore. To be
perfectly honest, I think administrators
are scared to death of the subject. I 've
even stopped talking about it myself.

Still , if I really am "the administration " I suppose I have an obligation
to clear up this mule-moose business.
Therefore , speaking as . "the administration '/ let me use this occasion
to officially announce that the Colby
mascot is henceforth and hereafter the
Moose.
Now then, Tim, what other , issues
does "the administration" need to settle? This is fun.

the ground floor, I was surprised to see
one of them return a forgotten football to an assistant coach. I believe that
the assistant coach did acknowledge
this act, but made no mention of the
half time intrusion. The tennis players
set up their nets again, and continued
with their matches.

that I was considering writing a letter
to the Echo. He told me that he had
heard a lot of "bad things" about the
Echo, and that he would not cooperate
with me in "any way, shape, or form."
He then hung up. When I called back
five seconds later, he Was suddenly in
a meeting.
The reason 1 mentioned this episode
at all is because I was so appalled by
the behavior of the head coach. He exhibited a deficiency of tact and leadership; he was uncooperative and intimidating in style; and he showed
complete disregard for the others using the Colby facilities. Granted that
the Colby football team is not on a
high , but that is no reason to jeopardize any class that the organization still
might have.
Joe Van Voorhis

Earl Smith
The Administration

Raymond' s behavior questioned

ple frolicking in dreamland when they
should be alert, active, aggressively
engaged in their educational process
and .'well, awake. Maybe they begin to
doubt the effectiveness of their
teaching techniques. Maybe they doubt
themselves. Maybe they doubt us.
Maybe they laugh at us. Maybe they're
embarassed, or envious, I asked a few
professors , and here's what they had
to say:
-I know there are certain times of the
year, like now, when students just flake
out. It's worse, though, when the eyes
of an entire class just glaze over.
(This professor is talking about the
phenomenon called D.R.I.Ft.
Syndrome- "Direct Retinal Indicative
Fatigue").
-I wish they'd wake up. I try to imagine what they 've been doing all
night.
I believe , to answer* your question
as best 1 can, urn, that, um , the problem some students express in terms of
their , um, obvious inability to sustain
their , um, state of awakeness during
class is, it seems to mc, rooted in an
intense desire to, um, block out other
problems which affect their state of ,
um , awakeness*during class.
Okay, I made that one up, and it was
a fairly cheap shot at that. It's not that
Colby professors are boring, or that
their lectures are boring, it's just that
Colby students are tired , flaked out,
glazed over, drifting, spaced-out , and
generally overworked . Maybe I'll sit
down and write up a proposal to
reinstate naptime during classtime, like
when you were in k in dergar ten an d you
slept on ciarpet samples.Or maybe I'll
go lie down for a while...
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testing againt allowing AIDS children
in schools were "better informed, they
would undoubtedly see that there is no
real danger.
The real danger comes not from the
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Pepp eadiiie Unioens ity
School ap Lqcju

wishes to announce that an admission officer will be on campus
to speak with anyone interested in ptursuing a legal education .
To arrange for an Interview or to attend a group session, contact
the off ice listed below.

Monday, November 4/ 1985
DATE?
CONTAC T: Career Planning & Placement Office.

To the editor:
I am writing in regard to something
that struck me as quite odd. It occurred in the field house of the Colby campus. On Saturday, October 19, I was
in the field house admiring the trophies
and j erseys of past Colby athletes. I
eventually became quite interested in
a pair of tennis matches that were taking place on the:ground floor below the
lobby. The tennis players were not terribly good, but the matches appeared
pretty even. At this point , the Colby
football team entered the gymnasium
through the ground floor door and
promptly occupied the near bleachers;
it must have been half time for the
football game (I think they were playing Middlebury). Some of the football
players were watching the matches, but
most were preoccupied with psyching
themselves up for the second half and
contemplating: the first half.
Then, out of the blue, the head
coach (I presumed) burst through the
ground floor door and made a bee-line
to the tennis court. He was shouting
profanities, told the tennis players they
were not allowed to be there, and personally dropped the nets (with noted
aggression). The tennis players merely stood there in disbelief. One of the
players calmly approached the irate
coach and asked him something, then
passively walked away. The four tennis players put on their sweats and
waited by the track mats for half time
to end.
Coach Raymond (it was the head
coach) continued with his frenzy ; he
threw chalk at the wall , kicked doors ,
and paced incessantly-remaining completely unapproachable, He then made
a second rusk at th e t ennis players
while they sat on the mats. He commanded them to leave the gym. When
the tennis players did not jump to his
command and leave the gym immediately, some team leadership
emerged from the football team. One
of the ballplayers took it upon himself
to get up, rush towar ds the mats, an d
t hen told the lowl y tennis pl ayers t o
"get the xxx.x out of here, leave us
alone." The tennis players, seein g that
the situation was getting a bit absurd,
simply walked out the ground floor entrance , passing before the football
team. When passing, words were exchanged between another football
player and one of the tennis players.
I don 't think it was an apology.
The tennis players ultimately waited
on the balcony of the g^m for half time
to end. Coach Raymond , as far as I
could tell, never did address his team ,
and eventually went back to the field.
When the tennis players got back to

This whole incident did not sit well
with me. I have. no bias for tennis
players, but I just thought that it was
handled rather poorly . I eventually
called Coach Raymond at his office
and asked him to comment on his half
time preformance. Expectedly, he had
no comment. However, he was very interested in the names of the tennis
players. I did not know them, but told
him he could have easily asked them
while he was there. I had also told him

Cri tic misses p oint
of Alex Ka tz 's work
Alex Katz 's works (at last month's
exhibit in the Colby museum) have
been mistaken for paintings that are insensitive, unreal, and devoid of emotion. Whether the author of "Katz Exhibit Lacks Humanness''(October 17)
produced her article solely to evoke
contradiction , or was act ua lly ser i ous ,
the message was clear that Katz's painting did not portray people the "right"
way~that is, "real" an d "emotional. "
I want to defend this negative critique
of Katz 's work because 1 see that the
critic's physical description of the painting was not incorrect , but the meaning was not understood. But before I
continue , I suppose I should say that
I know no th in g of Katz 's work ou t sid e
my own interpretations. That should
suffice as a valid defense...
Anyway, Katz 's exhi bit was a port ra yal of people, usually in different atmospheres of socialization. The people's p oses, expressions, and the
works' overall color were, indeed , cold
and unemotional in themselves. The
people were larger than life. According
to the critique given two weeks ago,
these characteristics qualified the
works themselves as cold and unreal.
But what kind of society do wc live in?
One with T.V.sand movies and ads aplenty, all implying that there is one

way to be and look-and that 's itencouraging the rest of us to be quite
uncomfortable in our seemingly small
an d "so last year" persons. The critic
was very good at pointing out the>lack
of individuality in Katz 's people, but
failed to mention that perhaps this was
the artist 's intention. Instead , she shot
it down, actually, for not conforming
to her own conception of how people
whould be portrayed in art. Getting a
little sucked in by "shoulds"? Maybe
that 's what Katz was portraying.
I think that because Katz 's people
are so "fc/ax-figure-like " and idealized , the emotion comes from within
ourselves, in the form of pity and/or
fear of the truths. The paintings
themselves were arresting in their giantness , fine artist ic application , unna t ural colors , and identifiablencss as
modern idealism. , The critic felt that
these paintings would "have been better if he (Katz) tried to capture... human qualities " and that "one
saw this work as a nice try, but
somehow missing the point. " Artists
usuall y don 't miss their own point. To
the critic I say, "NJicc try, but you missed his. "
Mpnikn Gluts

Figure drawing at Colby
by Carolyn Rhodes

Drawing in an environment which is of marvelous relationships of balance,
totally student oriented, and without symmetry and asymmetry, according
Dilligently they sketch away from
the restraints of grades and other class- to group members.
behind curiously paper screened win- related pressures, the artists are
The very fact that the model is alive
dows in the basement of Pierce in ef- "remarkably serious, " noted Werfel. and animated is doubly dramatic and
forts to render the human figure. • After an exhausting day of classes intriguing, they said. Ideally the model
Gathering Wednesday evenings, these "their concentration is incredible." will strike a series of quick poses which
aspiring artists make up the drawing "No talking, fooling around," their are then followed by longer ones,
group.
every thought is channeled into their sometimes lasting for an hour.
"All of the great masters have work- free studies. Without any instruction
As for the models, they are always
ed with the human figure," explaines or guidance, the students are left to in demand. The monetary rewards can
Professor Gina Werfel, the group's their own devices, and simply explore, be substantial and in spite of Colby's
faculty sponsor.' "There should be said Werfel.
"conservative shell," students have
some figure drawing at Colby," she
Working with the human as a model . recently filled the position, the Echo
said.
can be wonderful , for it yields all sorts has learned.
After all, the human figure is an intrinsic and fundemental element in .all
drawing, according to Werfel .
"It 's one of the arts and an important part of our studies ," said Katie
Mulvehill, student coordinator of the
group. "For those who haven 't the
time for other studio classes, this group
is a great opportunity . For those who
already study painting or drawing,
figure drawing can enhance their
studies." Figure drawing is not yet a
part of the Colby curriculum , said
Mulvehill.
Supported by the "Special Student
Project Fund," figure drawing has
been established by and for the
students. Open to anyone, regardless
of experience or talent, these evening
of New
sessions offer an alternative in extra
Student
^~
--^
curricular activities, according to group
members. Students furnish their own
supplies, usually pencil, charcoal, and
Apply at Stud ent _ -^t
newsprint. Modeling fees are covered
1
Activities Office by -J
by the fund.
November s
\^In larger universities or art schools ,
^
the class would be much more expensive, according to Mulvehill, but here
it is virtually free of charge.
Because this is not a class in the
traditional sense, discussions are informal and critiques are rare. Werfel will
periodically evaluate student pieces if
they desire, said Mulvehill.

Job
Openings:
Student
Managers

'Commando ' actionp acked but no substance
by John Moore
Arnold is back in "Commando," an
action picture about the poor effects
to health when a mammoth commando gets ugly.
Schwartzeneggar is Matrix, a retired
soldier on a quest to save his daughter
from blackmailing kidnappers. From
the outset, "Commando" moves
quickly and violently as Matrix waves
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through the opposition with machinelike precision.
On the trail of the blackmailers,
Matrix acquires the help of Raie Dawn
Chong, and together they race the
clock to find and destroy the kidnapper's island sanctuary .
If "Commando" succeeds as a
movie, and many would say it does
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not, it is due largely to its sense of
humor. Schwartzeneggar is genuinely
funny in his muscular, thick-tongued
manner. Matrix 's references to Girl
George, human luggage, and eating
green berets for breakfast break up the
otherwise often heavy-handedness of
the move.
This is a film in which Arnold can
muscle his way around, break some
bones and kick some ass. Taken on this
level of mindless action entertainment,
"Commando" is fine , however if
you're looking for a movie with a
detailed plot and fine acting, try
another .
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Meet new p eop le !

Genera l Meetin g & Writing Workshop
Monday, November 4, 7:30 p.nv
Hurd Room , Robert s Union
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Colby architectural history unique

The Heights, Colby s newest dorm, represents a break from the
io-Georgian style prevalent on the campus.

by Mary Lou Kopes

Colby prides itself on a long tradition of fine architecture, but many
students tend to take the beauty of thie
campus for granted. Yet, when one
begins to analyze the styles of the
buildings and their placement in the
Colby history, some interesting facts
seem to come to light.
The current campus, which was
moved to Mayflower Hill from
downtown Waterville from 1937 to
1950's, was entirely planned by J.
Frederick Larson (1891-1981). Larson,
who was a consulting architect of the
Association of American Colleges,
preferred a traditional college campus
style and he designed all of the original
buildings in the neo-Georgian style.
Examples of this style are Lovejoy,
Keyes, and the library. His plan of the
campus lay-out was very structured ,
symmetrical, and geometric.
After the original plan, Larson continued to design other buildings for
Colby, always in this same neoGeorgian style. These included Averill
and Johnson and the fraternity houses.
It wasn't until the 1960's that Colby drastically broke from this traditional style with the Hillside project,
which proved to be a great success.
Although its radically new design at

first shocked the Colby community,
the outrage over the new complex was
quickly calmed when Benjamin
Thompson's design began to attract
worldwide professional acclaim, including an award from the American
Institute of Architects for distinguishment in architecture in 1968.
What is truly unique about the
Hillside is the way its many sections
and levels follow the natural contour
of the land. In this way, a veritable
labyrinth of wonderful spaces are
formed inside, connecting the many
"open rooms of Sturtevant, Taylor, and
Leonard .
The Heights, opened in 1981, was
hailed by the administration as an exciting turning point for Colby since the
principle heating for this building is
solar. The Heights , though attractive
and functional , is not of the creative
caliber of the Hillside design.
The older parts of campus, although
beautiful in their own right, seem stagnant and old fashioned in comparison
to the newer styles.
Why is this so? Was this the latest
style of the times when these buildings
were designed? The answer is no, according to Professor David Simon of
the art department.
He said some of the greatest
American architects of this century

Orchestra kicks
off new season
t

by Robin Warren
The Colby Community Symphony
Orchestra kicks off its program season
next Sunday, and , according to the
conductor , Professor Jonathan
Hallstrom , Colby can expect considerable talent. "There are very few
colleges in the U.S. that can boast an
orchestra of this substance," maintains
Hallstrom.
The orchestra is exceptional in that
it is the only full scale college symphony orchestra in Maine , said
Hallstrom . The ensemble , which
numbers 65 players at concert time, includes about 20 Colby students. The
remainder of the musicians include
other members of the Colby community. One third of the orchestra are professionals from Portland , Bangor and
other Maine points. In addition ,
Hallstrom says some string players are
hi red on a p er concer t basis from
Boston. This rich variety of musicians
results in a high caliber group that can
execute a musically and technically
d emand ing performance , chosen by,
the conductor from a standard symph ony rcp etoire . hc said.
Des p ite t hese hig h s t and ards ,
Hal lstrom wants to make it clear that
he is "tremendously pro-student. "
"I th ink Colby students have the
capacity to perform valuably in the orches t ra , " assurcs,Hal!strom. He feels
tha t some qualified student musicians
may have false impressions of the orchestra 's t ime and musical demands
nn d have become discouraged from
"iKlitionlng .
The orchestra rehearses once a week
'or three hours and has four pcrfbr-

mances this year. The conductor
believes that there are musicians at Colby who are riot currently involved, who
have the potential to be orchestra
members.
According to Hallstrom , "music at
Colby is not going to go anywhere until students are willing to get involved
and see where they can go with it. I
want to make this orchestra a student
ensemble," he stated.
Hallstrom chooses "exciting "
music, "with the idea that it will be appealing to students." He tries to have
a solo work on every concert program.
In the upcoming concert Sunday at 8
pm in Lorimer Chapel, the solo work
w il b e Sch umann's "Conzertstuck ,"
which will feature the orchestra's horn
section.
The piece is known as "one of the
most difficult works for horn ever written. " Also on the program for Sunday
is a work by Bela Bartok , "Roumanian
Folk Dances," composed by the
Hungarian in 1917 from "authentic
Roumanian folk melodies,"
A work by Sir Edward Elgar ,
"Enigma Variations ," in which the
composer musically sketches 12 of his
friend s , each section of the piece differing in "texture and character," will
also be performed.
As usual the concert can expect to
attract an audience from as far away
as Boothbay, Hallstrom said, in a ddition to those attending from the Colby community. The audience will have
the opportunity to sec what Hallstrom
feels is liberal ar(s "in its finest hour,"
the blending of talents from the Colby community and beyond.

were around at the time designing
much more original architectural
creations.
Why then did Colby not pick an architect who would produce a more
timely and creative campus? Colby was
perhaps more concerned with looking
like the "Ivy-Leagues" than creating
a daring new style of campus, although
most of the Ivy League campuses were
built up to one hundred or so years
before the new Colby campus. Yet
preserving this appearance seems to
have been very important to Colby
when planning buildings for quite some
time, said Simon.
Breaks in the original campus style
such a the Hillside and the Heights are
probably acceptable to many because
they are situated away from the
academic buildings, and separated
from them by trees. Mudd , which at
first seems risque in its modern design
and central location, is more accept
table because it still fits into the old
plan fairly well. It is lined up parallel
with Keyes and Arey, and is generally
rectangular in shape, with red brick exterior and a roof of copper.
Yet today there are still people in the
Colby community who feel uncomfortable seeing a modern style of architecture juxtaposed next to buildings of the
classical style. They don 't think it "fits
in. "
However, it is the buildings like
Mudd , Hillside, and the newer addition to Bixler that add the most to the

beauty of the Colby campus. The contrast of newer styles among the
classical ones creates a pleasing tension
that is beautiful. To have buildings that
are creative works of art rather that
standards of style better exemplifies
Colby's philosophy of diversity and artistic freedom.
Now we're seeing the creation of
another new building, the new student
center. This building is attractive,
although most of its beauty is on the
inside. It contains some very interesting, and hopefully functional, use
of space, especially in the multifunctional room and the new pub. I

also like the architect Jeff Riley's
method of soliciting student input
before planning our center.
Did Colby miss out on a rare chance
when the campus move was planned?
Yes, it did. It's not often that a college can redesign its entire campus at
once. No one will know what Colby
might have looked like. The College
community can all be open minded in
our acceptance of the newest addition
to the campus and maybe Colby can
continue to be proud of its architecture
while also encouraging artistic creativity and diversity of. styles.

Col by 's t raditional a rc hitect ure is q ui nte ssentially evidenced in
Pierce Hall.
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An adventure in the Erotica?

Strand photos
are marvelous

Ben Hankinson

Paul Strand was first and foremost
a craftsman. To start with , he only usin the Colby art museum there is an ed platinum paper and large glass imexhibition which gives a portrait of age plates to get more shades inbetween
Maine unlike any other, through the black and white than by any other
photographs of Paul Strand.
method. The results of his technique
It is presented by Cape Split Place are most obvious in the numerous porof Addison Maine, a summer museum traits, in which even the most subtle
which traditionally passes on its ex- lines are visible. It is important to
hibits to Colby during the winter. The know as well that Strand did not
director of Cape Split Place is also a manipulate his subjects except on rare
member of the Colby museum ad- occasions. When one thinks of that
visory council , and has served in both fact while looking at one of his pictures
capacities since 1968. Mrs. Norma it becomes more obvious how much
Boom Marin and her husband John different Strand was-than a pure
Marin Jr. were also the donors.in 1973 reproducer of images. As you look at
of 25 works by John Marin St. which one of his many pictures of driftwood,
now reside in Colby's permanent keep in mind that the way it appears
collection.
is exactly the way he found it. This
The exhibit is one of photographs by method will give you some idea of the
one of the three greatest photographers talent involved in being a great
this country has produced. Paul photographer, and having the ability
Strand's work spanned the years from to see in a passing glance an image
191 1 to. 1976 without changing its which alone will represent everything
theme. It is the unity of his work that around it and make a statement for
makes it important . Strand's pictures itself as well.
are soaked in reality, and reveal more
There are no central images in
about themselves with each passing Strand's pictures, because everything
minute. These are not snapshots of around what ' appears to "be a-subj ect
Strand's life to be passed over casual- is at least as important as the central
ly, but glimpses of life in general which image. A stretch of sky is just as imput one's own into perspective. If there portant as a line on a weathered face,
is anything in the picture, one can be and Strand knows also that they say
sure that Strand meant it to be there. something about each other as well.
The pictures currently on exhibit are The best analogy to describe the piconly those pictures which Strand took tures is that of a jigsaw puzzle. The
during his long stays in Maine. The ex- frame would be just as incomplete
hibit does, however, contain almost all without a face as it would without a
of the styles which Strand ex- wall or a leaf.
perimented with, including portraits
Colby is lucky to be able to exhibit
and abstractions, but it is missing the such a marvelous collection by a man
startling abstractions of machinery of remarkable talent and vision who
which Strand took of his own has so much to say about this state
equipment .
without having written a word.

glorified form of procrastination. "
"One day Matt came home with an
entry form and we all agreed we might
as well make money doing this." After
weeks of practice, they were finally
ready for "the competition." And so
it was no, surprise to these four exhibitionists when they won the first round
of competition. The prize, one hundred
dollars, was immediately divided up,
half went into a mutual trust fund and
5 the other half was set aside for
2? ¦ graduate
school, according to Trainer.
uZ .
E
The
second
round of competition ,
L_
>_ which was also the finals, did not go
n
i £ as well.
' _:
•o
i a.
The other acts were slightly more
" aried this time. One man shoe polishGreg Lockwood, Dwight Trainer , George Hull , Malt Morai_ r "Tell Me Why? ed himself , creating an ebony sheen in
an effort to portray Jimi Hendrix. I
was informed after the performance
was about to begin. What happened that it is actually illegal to impersonate
next can not easily be put into words; a black. It was the Go-Go's that reigngyration, geometry, a total sensual ex- ed victorious at the end of the evening
An adventure in erotica? I knew
perience; and it was happening right with their rendition of "We Got the
nothing except the location—the
Beat".
before hiy eyes.
Playroom. A man in an overcoat and
But the question still remains,"tell
Quickly they cast a spell over the auhat with a backpack strapped across
me
why they didn't win?" Several
dience, defying all norms, asking the
the front part of his body informed
theories
have been explored, the
question: "Tell Me Why?"
me, "Thursday night, 11 p.m., the
general consensus was simply that the
Manor , something really special."
George Hull, lead singer, soon had
audience did not appreciate the com1 knew I couldn 't miss this once in the audience mesmerized to the falset- plexity of the act. According to
a lifetime opportunity. We arrived at to of Bronski Beat while Greg
Trainer , "The audience didn't understhe Playroom and found ourselves out- Lockwood, Dwight Trainer , and Matt
tand the insinuations of the exploitanumbered by "older folks " who in- Moran brought to mind images of antion of the Third World." And thus ,
formed us that the Halloween party cient Egypt, Saturday Night Fever, and we find ourselves asking the eternal
wasn't for another two weeks, but we Chippendales. And when they were question, is it alright to have art for
didn't care, we were there for the show. finished, they had brought the crowd
art 's sake?
They filed out onto the stage, clad to the point of supreme exaltation.
When asked if he would do it again;
with day-glow underwear and thrift
How did all this get started ih the Trainer replied, "Sure I'd do it again,
store overcoats, the lipsynch contest first place? Backstage after the perfor- it gives me a reason for living."

J. Bond
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• Room draw
together in adjacent rooms.
3. The development of a co-op in
Mary Low Commons with cooking
facilities. Residents of this co-op would
not be on the dining halls' meal plan.
4. The institution of a non-alcoholic
floor .

• Theft

them find the criminals. Chenevert
said, "We are hoping that students are
angry enough (about the crime) to give
us tips on who committed it. "
As a result of th« crime, Chenevert
has increased the number of patrolling
officers on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday nights. These officers are
making frequent checks in dorms to
assure that no vandalism is occurring.

5. The institution of a non-smoking
floor.
McPhetres said that the committee
does not aim to impose room draw
policy on the rest of the student body.
"These 18 students want to reflect
what the whole campus is feeling, " she
said.
She stressed that the forum is not the
students' only opportunity to voice

their opinions about room draw. The
committee conducted a room draw
survey last week and it also encouraged interested students to attend its
weekly meetings, which are held on the
second floor of Roberts Union
Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m.
The committee is tentatively planning another open forum for late
November. It aims to submit a final

draft of its proposals for the spring
1986 room draw to the trustees
December 6 so that they can review the
proposals at their January meeting.
Norton said that, as of last Friday,
308 people had responded to the room
draw survey and he expects that , in the
final count, "at least one half of the
school will complete the form ." He
said the the committee was very pleas-

ed with this reponse. He said, "It was
such a controversial issue that people
took the time to respond." He said he
hoped that the forum will also draw a
mass response.
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proper training. The group hopes that
in this way, many people will be exposed to the Beyond Way principles;
Hauss led about 20 people through
the sessions this month. In the next few
weeks, or Tuesday and Thursday

nights, students who participated will
lead two separate orientation programs. According to Charlie McCabe,
one of the student leaders of the group,
many people in the Colby community
will be exposed to the principles of

Beyond War this way.
Tonight, in Heights 307, at 7:30,
students Bill Baerg, Kevin Farley and
Mike Misner will lead the first of three
orientation sessions for those interested
in Beyond War.
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Mules drop sixth
to Bates
game
J
-l

tby Denis Foley

The Colby White Mule football
tteam dropped its record to 0-6 with a
t
51-0 loss to Bates last Saturday. With
\two games remaining on their schedule,
ithe Mules will be looking to salvage
isomething out of their season as they
Iface Tufts in Medford^Massachusetts ,
Saturday.
this
t
The Mules were routed by the CBB
irivals, 51-0. A Parents weekend crowd
iin excess of 2000 witnessed the Bobcat
onslaught.
<
John Boyle spearheaded the Bates
attack witTi 227 yard rushing, a team
record , and three touchdowns. Chris
c >
Mickey added 92 yards to the Cats'
ground game.
The young and undermanned Col1
by
team , jiving up an average of 40
°o
£ ]points per game, allowed Bates to
establish numerous team records.
The marks for most net yards
Celeb rati ng their success at the Head of t h e Cha r les a re Colby c rew ers Scott Bate s, Mike K
rushing (541), most total yards offense
Lucy Lenrion, Toby Bell , and Geoff Alexander.
(585), most rushing attempts (70), and
most extra points (7) all fell on the day.
The 51 points was one shy of their
record , set in 1968.
Bates jumped out to a 38-0 halftime
lead and xever looked back in winnchester, New Hampshire, where NHC
Colby's second half comecack hopes ing its second straight contest.
by Rick Hastings
Colby 's offense never got untrackThe Colby Women's soccer team is undefeated this year. They upped were dashed as NHC's Amy Jackson
their record to 17-1 overall.
and Lisa Russell scored on minute
ended its season on a disappointing
The game was close in the first half, apart , midway through the final
note, losing two of their final three
as NHC went into the intermission session.
contests.
Molly Couch had eleven saves for
New Hampshire College shut the with a slim one goal lead. Heidi
Mules out last Saturday , by a score of Schubert had put her team ahead at the Colby, as the Mules were outshot by
a wide mafgin.
3 to 0. The contest was played in Man- 32:47 mark .
The loss dropped Colby 's final slate
to 4-6-2.
One day earlier, the hooters battled
a strong Plymouth State, New Hampby Rick Hastings
shire team to'a scoreless tie. The conby Heidi Irving
The Colby men's soccer team hoped to close out its season on a positive note.as
test included two 10 minute overtime
Colby Women runners did
it travelled to Orono yesterday to face the Black Bears. The results of this game
sessions before it was called a draw.
were unavailable at press time.
Couch turned away 21 shots, as she something this weekend that no other
The Mules lost two close contests recently. The losses destroyed any hopes for
weathered the storm in goal for the cross-country team on the hill has ever
done before ..
post-season action; nevertheless, it has been a highly successful season for Coach
Mules.
Running against the third ranked
Mark Serdjenian 's troups.
The ladies were handed a bitter
Division
I team in New England, the
Last Saturday , Bates blanked the White Mules; 1-0. Colby went into the
defeat by their CBB rival , Bowdoin,
University
of Maine at Orono, the Colgame as the favorite, but when two such bitter rivals meet, emotion often plays October 16. The game ended tied in
by
harriers
came within 20 points of
a Key role in determining the outcome.
regulation and remained that way
victory
over
the Black Bear runners.
The inspired Bobcats scored the game's only goal 28 minutes into the second
through one overtime period.
The
previous
mark was 52 points.
half. Jeff Gitlin was credited with the tally. The entire game was characterized
Jill Birmingham connected on a solo
Freshman
Karen
Boomer continued
by furious , hard-fought action on both sides. The loss left Colby's seasonal
shot just one minute into the second
along
her
trail
to
a
successful season.
record at 7-5-1,
overtime, however, and the Mules were
Boomer
ran
to
a
second
place finish in
Bates outshot the Mules 18 to 13. Jeff King rerouted nine shots in goal.
unable to answer back in the final nine
19:19,
her
best
time
to
date. "Karen
The Mules travelled to Cambridge, Massachusetts over mid-semester break
minutes.
really,
meets
competition
head on. This
weekend and lost an overtime battle to MIT.
Colby broke ahead first, as Carol
race
shows
the
tremendous
strides she
The game was scoreless at halftime, but it appeared as though the Engineers
Ann Beach scored at the 13:33 mark
has
made,"
said
Coach
Debbie
Aitken.
might win in regulation as Matt Richter tallied mid way through the second
of the first half. Sally Dagget tallied
Also
having
an
outstanding
race
was
half. Neil Menard knotted the score and forced the extra session for the White
for the Polar Bears 10 minutes later to
w
h
o
came
in
t
o
h
er
own
Juliet
Blalce,
Mules as time was winding down. Unfortunately for Colby, Tom Hoff man
force the extra sessions.
scored half way through the overtime period and provided MIT with a lead
The undefeated Bears outshot the after a great training week. Blake was
which was never relinquished.
home team 33-12. Couch had 20 saves eighth overall in 19:49, her personal
best.
The Mules outshot their opponents 22 to 18. King stopped six shots on net.
in goal.
JD

Women ' s soccer closes

ed, as it managed to cross rriid-field only once all afternoon. Jamie Arsenault
was the leading rusher , with 22 yards.
Quartback Mike Ricci completed foyr
of 11 passes for 32 yards.
The score could have been worse, if
not for the defensive efforts of John
Hamlin (interception) and Eric
Sullender (fumble recovery), deep in
Colby territory.
One week earlier, Colby lost to Middlebury on Community Day at
Seaverns Field.
The Panthers sprinted ahead 28-0 by
halftime and coasted home. Jon Peterson had an outstanding all around
game for the visitors, scoring 3
touchdowns, kicking three points after ,
and two field goals, rushing for 82
yards, and returning eight Sullender
punts.
Colby scored early in the third
quarter , and the mid-semester break
crowd was thinking comeback. Ricci
capped a 13 play, 73 yard drive with
an eleven yard sweep for the Mules.
Hamlin 's kick attempt was wide.
Ricci scored once again, in the
fourth quarter, on a thirteen yard jaifnt
into the endzone. The two point conversion attempt failed, accounting for
the final 35-12 score.

Women runners;
score their best

Playoff hopes dashed

Next was Veronica Knight who ran
a 19:57 to finish nineth and lead a pack
of tightly bunched Mule runners .
In the pack was Jeanne Guild (tenth ,
20:00), Linda Roberts (eleventh ,
20:01), and Sarah Redfield (thirteenth ,
20:07).
Guild , who usually runs second for
the Mules, was recovering from an illness that hampered her training during the week.
Coach Aitken said about the race,
"now that we have broken the 1-8
order, I think the places could flip-flop
from here on out, making us a stronger
team."
Next weekend, the women travel
with the men to Franklin Park , site of
th e N ew England Division I, II and.HI
championships. "We train to peak at
the New England Division Ill's," said
Aitken , "but I'm sure the women will
run well here as a result of their extensive training ."

Men 's X-countr y hosts State Cham pionshi ps
by Heidi Irving
The Colby men's cross count ry t eam
returned from a break last weekend to
host t he Maine State Champi onships
on Saturday the 26 of October.
Tough rival Bates was th e numb er one
t eam , led by Division III All-

Americans Mark Hatch and John Fitzgerald. Bates had a low score of 37,
followed by St. Joe's with 72 and Colby with 78.
Colby's own AllrAmerican, Kevin
Farley, ran a personal b est and also
recorded the fifth fastest time hy a Col-

by athlete over the five mile course.
Farley's time of 27:15 placed him fi fth
in the state for the second year in a
row. Hans Hagen ran well and was the
next Mule harrier to cross the line in
27:47, and captured 8th place overall.
Bill Jenkins ,Tirn Fish er , Bill Derry.

Mike Misner and Phil Thorton ran in
a pack for the Mules to assure the third
place finish. The four man group split
up several UMO runners who were a
close fourth with 80 points.
Next weekend the men travel to
Franklin Park to compete in the New

by Kevin Mead
Chuck "Head O'Fog" Devin had a
hard time believing Colby Men's
Rugby had finally notched thei r first
win of the 1985 fall season last Saturd ay crushing both the University of
Maine Orono A-team 10 to 6, and
stomping their B-team 18 to 8. Andy
"Two for One" Peer had a hard time
believing he scored twice the same day.
Cap tains Kevin "Head O'Block"
Mend, and Rev, Greg "I'll never do it
attain'' Mahcras had a bad time believ-

ing that Colby defeated a school of
over 12,000 students with a combined
I.Q. of a single sterile White Mule.
Asserting itself as the best 1-3-1 team
in New England , Colby outplayed the
physically dominant Black Bears using
finesse and team work. Four point
scores by Rob "Rambo" Borgese and
Peer, and a two point conversion by
Mahcras lead the A-Mules to their
glorious victory over the Maine safety
school.
"When I saw the size of those

monsters ," said injured captain

Mahcras In his fifth year at Colby,
"and thanks to the combined talents
of backs including Peer, Pete "Trampoline" Murphy, Rick "Bulging" Bernard, Dave "Stone Hands" Rand,
"Skip To " Mlu Kv/lnl, and Devin we
proved that Colby is the dominant
sports team in Maine,
With four point socore by Colby
scrummies Jon "Nice Date" McBrlde,
Todd "Too Tall" Wallingford , and
Brad "Get a real personality" Wirth ,
a two point conversion by George "I

Engl and Division I, II and III Cham-

pionships. Coach Wescott sees the
team mnnirig strongly, due to excellent
competition. Next week's varsity runners in the meet will by Farley, Hagen,
Jenk i ns, Th orton, Derry, Mark
Pagnano and Fisher.

Colby Mules Rugby stomps UMO Black Bears
Michael "Mr. Mom " Allen , "I
thought we were going to buy the farm.
But with all the Mayflower Hill scru m
lead by Mead and his band of merry
men, Gary "Great Scot" HHs , Tom
"Tiny" McCallum , Paul "Sheep"
Gallant, Web "No Face" Fletcher,
Charlie "Chuckles" CHppert, Dan
"Welcome to the A-team " Christie,
and b orgese, the Mules gave the Bears
a real kick in the behind ," Allen said.
"We reall y needed this win ," said

was in on it" Padula, and heads up ball
by Ken "Wheels'* Cinder , Paul
"Where 's Mom" Beach, Tony "What
year is it?" Fazzone, and Brian
"Please let me play" Rigncy, the Colby Q-Mules also emerged victorious.
Colby travels to the MIT tournament in Boston this coming weekend ,
and will return home to Colby's Runnals Field Saturday,. November 9, to
face the evil empire of Bowdoin
College.

Colby seniors enter the ski-wear business
by Paul McDonough
While many other students work part time with Seller's or in the library,
senior Tom Blair is already running his own business which he hopes to turn
¦
_~
into a full—time career.
,
What started as an independent study for a marketing course of the New
York ski wear industry , has turned into the formation of his own company,
Glacier Ski-wear.
.
According to Blair, in his study of the ski-wear industry he found that many
of the products were "high-class but not functional ."
He talked to the executives at Allied company about the possibility of designing ski-wear for them. They approved his plan and now help to advertise his
product. (Texaco manufacturers the product.)

Blair does most of the company 's work himself, he said, but does hire some
assistants.
^
Fellow Colby senior Rick Bernard, for instance, helps in the sales end and
with administration work.
Blair said that he is in touch with sales representatives across the country
and added that the work of running Glacier ski-wear and being a Colby student "keeps me up until 2 every morning."
Blair, an economics major , plans to continue full time with the company
and expand its line after graduation. For now , his main concern is participating
in the industry 's Snow Show in Las Vegas in December, where Glacier Ski-wear
will have it 's own booth. Blair expects to make many sales to retailers and sales
representatives.

Students attend college union association meeting
Three Colby students attended a
weekend conference for the Association of College Unions-International
(ACU-I), an organization designed to
help college unions improve their programs and services.
Mike Ashley, Jill Myerow and Teri
Scally attended the conference, hosted
by the University of New England , as
representatives of the Commons
Presidents , the Cultural Life Committee and the Social Life Committee,
respectively.

Students from over 40 other colleges
The conference gave them a good
and universities in New England , opportunity to talk to students from
Canada and Great Britain also attend- other colleges to exchange ideas and
ed the conference.
learn about how other schools are run ,
Workshops and information sessions dealt with a variety of topics in- she said.
One thing that became evident was
cluding: becoming a good communicator , marketing and publicity,
that Colby students have much more
.contract negotiations and executions,
freedom and are much more involved
and ethics in student leadership.
in policy decisions than are students
All three students felt that the confrom most other institutions, according
ference was "very informative and
to Scally .
worthwhile," according to Scally.
Colby is a member of ACU-I under
the direction of Jim Peacock, Student

Halloween p arty set

"LoComotion " and "Tuxedo Junction " will perform at a Halloween party
tonight from 9 to 12 p.m. at a costume party in Foss Dining Hall.
"There will be fun and partying for all tonight...Dress up in your most outlandish costume and join us for a festive evening," said Greg Ciottone, "LoComotion " secretary.

• Alcohol

Activities Director. Peacock is also a
member of the planning and programs
committee for the next ACU-I conference which will be held in London

I^ & [£l AUTO PARTS

Another area where alcohol affects
society is crime. 55 percent of all arrests are linked with alcohol, as are 65
percent of all homicides.
Finally, Kilbourne said that one of
the most fundamental problems involving alcohol abuse is the drinking
age. She feels that the drinking age
should be raised to 21 nationally or
done away with completely. She also
feels that some day people will know
enough about alcohol so that they can
prevent many of the problems it causes
before they start.
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by Melissa Early
Robert B. Parker , famed novelist and Colby alumnus, visited the bookstore
October 15, for an afternoon autograph session.
He promoted his most recent addition to the Spenser mystery series, "A Catskill Eagle," which was quickly sold out. Aside from autographing the newest
book , he signed , "Best wishes, RBP" to student and faculty copies of other
works.
Parker answered questions about this season 's ABC mini-series "Spenser:
For Hire. " Although Parker had reservations about the pilot , he said he enjoys the show more and more as it progresses and is especially pleased with
the performance of Avery Brooks who portrays Spenser 's sidekick , Hawk.
Parker was graduated from Colby in 1954 and was named a distinguished
alumnus in 1984.
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